N A P PA

N O R T H A M E R I C A N PA R T N E R S H I P P R O G R A M F O R A C A D E M I E S

NAPPA VISION
b y A l e x a n d r i a P r o f e s s i o n a l®

A face to face
partnership program
that will work hand
in hand with your
Academy.
Trusting
Pa r t n er s h i p
No minimum
purchase required
We Promise
• To help your students
become the most
knowledgeable and
succeed in becoming
experts in the hair
removal & skin
conditioning process.
• Free education to your
Instructors
• Dollar for dollar NAPPA
Points System
• Exclusive discounts on
ALL AP Products.

My fundamental
skin lifestyle
®
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“It’s not about the color of your
skin. It’s about the condition of it”
L i n a K e n n e d y, P r e s i d e n t

About Us
Alexandria Professional® is responsible for
the global development and creation of
professional sugaring. AP is recognized as
a world class manufacturer of excellence in
quality products, education, and support. Lina
Kennedy takes great pride in being responsible
and accountable to industry standards and
governmental guidelines in North America and
across several other continents.
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Lina Kennedy,
Alexandria Professional ®
President, remains
dedicated to the stability
of continued growth
through education.

Mission
Alexandria Professional®’s NAPPA (North American
Partnership Program for Academies) is committed to
providing greater opportunity to our future professionals.

Our school program was developed to support
the Academies and students through Education
- Hands on support in your school
AP’s NACCAS CEU approved courses will enhance our face
to face training & certification of your instructors by AP’s
qualified & certified Educators. Our hands on approach will
strengthen all our relationships between your Directors,
Instructors, Students, and AP Professionals.

Environment
Your Academy will experience
• 100% safer products
• 100% sanitary and hygienic systems
• Zero chance of burning
• Zero dipping with KiSS Waxing™ Systems
All AP Products are skin friendly. We do not use
ingredients such as paraben, urea, petro, and laurel
sulfates in any of our formulations.

inspiration
Alexandria Professional® has an unwavering passion
to see your students succeed. We will share with
your directors, instructors, and students our passion
for professional services in the workplace. We
will instill the value of all AP Systems, helping to
develop your students into confident professionals,
in turn giving new graduates a greater opportunity
to succeed in achieving gainful employment with
continuous support.
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Your instructors will receive FREE hands on upgrading
classes to help them become specialists in professional
body sugaring & skin conditioning education.
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N A P PA

N O R T H A M E R I C A N PA R T N E R S H I P P R O G R A M F O R A C A D E M I E S

Program
Features
and
Benefits
• 30% Off Wholesale
•	NACCAS Approved Courses
As a Beauty Academy, you can market your
hair removal division as 100% safe, sanitary,
and hygienic.
We will train, certify, and provide continuous
support to your Instructors on how to
effectively teach the AP theory, technique,
and skin conditioning treatments.
Utilizing AP’s Educational Programs will enhance
your student’s success in gainful employment and
life long career in the beauty industry.
•	FREE Instructors Training
and Upgrading
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NAPPA Classes
Advanced Body Sugaring Certification
This 16 hour course covers how to correctly
remove unwanted hair using the Kennedy Theory®
for hair removal and skin conditioning with the 6
Steps to Achieve Perfect Sugaring Technique. This
course is designed to meet the needs of today’s
salons and spas for a safer and gentler method of
hair removal and skin conditioning, ensuring each
trainee understands the hair growth theory and
how to maximize the results of body sugaring with
advanced techniques.
Advanced Speed Sugaring
Teaches certified practitioners how to increase
efficiency to provide treatments in a timely
fashion. Trainees will learn how to manage time for
treatments, pickup speed in treatments through
correction and perfection of sugaring techniques
and T.H.E. (tough hair extraction technique).

Successful Spa Treatments using
Hungarian Wellness Mud®
Teaches the history and benefits of Hungarian
Wellness Mud® body treatments. Trainees will
learn pre-treatment setup, demonstration by AP
educator, hands on practice on each other, and
marketing and referral ideas.
Speed KiSS Wa xing™
Educator will demonstrate KiSS Waxing™ on the
leg. Show how the sugar can be applied to the
entire area at once, allowing for faster “speed
waxing” technique, how to “map” large areas,
and how to use the strips. Examining hair texture,
density and coverage - Direction of hair growth,
discuss the differences between taking against the
grain and with the grain as in the Advanced Body
Sugaring technique. Holding skin in treatment
area taut but not tight, using supporting hand for
pressure after each pull to sedate the nerves.

The Perfect Brows
Teaches pre/post care, grooming, and procedures
to create the perfect eyebrows on clients using the
6 Steps to Achieve a Perfect Sugaring Technique.
Successful Spa Treatments
using Dead Sea Salt Glow
Teaches the history and benefits of dead sea salt
and body exfoliation for skin conditioning. Trainees
will learn pre-treatments setup, demonstration by
AP educator, hands on practice in class on each
other, and marketing and referral ideas.
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The Perfect Bikini
Educator will demonstrate how to shape a perfect
“standard” bikini treatment using eyebrow shaping
technique to create the perfect lines. Examining
hair texture, density and coverage - how to create
a free hand design and teach what to consider
about the “bikini hair” before creating a design
(heart, clover, initials, etc…) L.A. Bikini® – various
options on how to position clients; what to take
into consideration such as age, size, flexibility and
body tone. Holding skin in treatment area taut but
not tight; having client help out with keeping skin
taut/rectal area. ▼
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NAPPA Classes

continued

Master Facial Sugaring

Refreshers

• The IMPORTANCE of a patch test

Are to improve the knowledge and
techniques for successful AP Sugaring and
Skin Conditioning treatments with topics
that include; retailing, treatment pricing,
treatment options, and techniques. All
school students, instructors and salons
receive FREE refreshers for Advanced
Sugaring and for KiSS Waxing™. The goal
is to help ensure that your instructors and
students perform the treatments correctly
and continue to improve their skills, and in
turn generate more “sales”.

• Pre-post care for facial treatments
• Extracting vellus hair and how
sensitive skin can be where there is
vellus hair
• Possible reactions caused from
removing vellus hair
• Mature skin and delicate skin
— Working smaller areas and
importance of keeping skin taut
• Overworking facial skin
• Male grooming
• Review 6 Steps Technique
application when sugaring facial hair
• T.H.E. – Tough Hair Extraction
Sugaring Technique
• Working with softer sugar
Full Circle of Skin Conditioning
This FREE class will increase knowledge on how
to really change the skin texture and eliminate
ingrown hair making each consecutive sugaring
treatment more pleasant to the customer and to
the practitioner, and ultimately increasing sales.

AP Product Knowledge
This FREE class will increase knowledge
on how to really change the skin texture
and eliminate ingrown hair making each
consecutive sugaring treatment more
pleasant to the customer and to the
practitioner, and ultimately
increasing sales.
AP Product
Chemistry Knowledge
Break down the ingredients
and focus on key selling points
for customers!

The Alexandria Professional® skin enhancement
and improvement, and hair refinement and
diminishment program is a proven effective regime
used for all skin types and colors. We call it: Full
Circle of Skin Conditioning™ Program.

the North American Partnership Program for Academies™
(NAPPA) is a cost effective advantage for teaching hair removal
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NAPPA
Points
Earn products and promotional
events as part of the AP NAPPA
rewards program.
Accrual is maintained per calendar year (Jan-Dec).
At the end of each year any unused points may
be rolled over to the next year for current NAPPA
accounts. Rolled over points will be used first
in redemption.
You earn one point per dollar spent (before taxes
& shipping). You can choose to cash in your points
for each level of spending allocated or you can
continue to acquire points during the year for
larger reward options.

Earn products with points!

NAPPA Points System
points	Reward

Choose one item from each Reward category reached

1500

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Pack of Client Record Cards
Pack of Postcards
3 Posters your choice
Male Grooming Looped Demo DVD
Full Circle of Skin Conditioning™ Looped Demo DVD

3000

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

KiSS Waxing® DVD
Dead Sea Salt Glow DVD
Hungarian Wellness Mud® DVD
Eyebrow Shaping DVD
Designer LA Bikini DVD

4500

✓
✓
✓

Male Grooming DVD
Manscaping DVD
Set of Dermawear™ Duos
1 of Each of the 5 Blends

✓

Set of Buff & Balms
1 Buff and 1 Each of the 5 Balm Flavors

6000

✓
✓

35% Off One time Sugar Paste Order
Free Set of Pre & Post Products
Precept 16oz, Essential Tonic 8oz, Vertal- 6 Drying Powder
12oz, Restore Hydrating Lotion 16oz.

7500

✓
✓

Single Sugar Warmer
2 Hour In School Event – Client VIP Night

	Your AP NAPPA Educator and your school will host a
	promotional event for your clients to experience the Full
Circle of Skin Conditioning

9000

✓
✓

Comforte® POP Starter Kit
Buff & Balm POP Starter Kit

10,500

✓
✓

50% Off a One Time Sugar Paste or KiSS Waxing® Order
50% Off a One Time Retail Products Order

Academy Start-Up
We will train and assist your
Instructors on how to implement
the use of our AP Systems at
your Academy.
Implementing the AP systems into your
academy will take 3- 4 sessions.
1st Session
2 day training and certification for the AP
Advanced Sugaring Class

Ongoing Instructor Support
We understand how important it is to provide free
ongoing support to our academy partners.
We provide Free webinars from corporate as well
as one on one assistance whether for technical or
business related issues.
Please direct all questions and concerns to
Lisanne Wilcox, AP National Director for Schools
at 702-860-9217 or email at
lisanne.w@alexandriapro.com

2nd Session
Academy Instructors assist the AP School
Educator in teaching the AP Advanced
Sugaring Class.
3rd Session + 4th if needed
An AP Educator will be there to assist the
Academy Instructor(s) as they teach the AP
Advanced Sugaring Class.
An AP Educator will be there to assist your
Instructor(s) until they feel completely confident
and comfortable in teaching the AP Classes
and Systems.

“After only three months of offering Alexandria Professional®
Sugaring to our clients… Sugaring sales were almost double what
we had made the entire last year of just massage and pedicures”
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featured
brands
Completely natural skin conscious
products with no ureas, parabens
or petrochemicals…
What makes our products truly remarkable is that
our products are completely safe for all skin types,
all hair varieties, all ages and both genders.

My fundamental
skin lifestyle
®

